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Let 7r = (7r(l). v(2), . . . , v(n)) be a permutation Iof the arbitrary n-set S of positive integers. 
A p-succession (alternately, p-rise) in :T is any pair w(i), n(i + 1) with n(i + 1) = n(ij+ p. 
i= 1,2 , . . . , n - 1 (alternately, n(i + l)> T(i)+ p). A succession (alternately, rise) is just a 
p-succession (alternately, p-rise) with p = l.Ap-runinrrisasubsequencr:i.i+l.....i+p-i. 
of the permutation rr. We show that the number of permutations of S which have precisely u 
rises and p successions depends only on K = ISI, cy, p, and I, where 1 is the number of maximal 
subsets{i,i+l...., i + j)} of S, and determine an explicit recursion and generating function for 
these numbers. The same methodology is applied to coiunt permutations of S by number of rises 
and figures of a more general type, where a specrfic criterion characterizies such figures. As a 
special case, we obtain the generating function when the figure is 21 p-run. Finally. wc 
enumerate permutations of S by number of p-succed<sions. Additional results are provided 
relating this particular enumeration problem to the special case of ordinary successions (p r I ‘I. 
1. Background and notation 
Let 7r = (7r( l), 7r(2), . . . , n(n)) be ii permutation of the set S of n positive 
integers, that is, n is some ordered arrangement of the ra .= ISI elements in S. A 
p-succession in 7r is any pair Ilrr( i), n(i+ 1) with r(i+ l)= n(i)+p, i = 
1,2,...,n- 1. A p-rise in ‘K is any pair n(i), v(i+ 1) with rr(i+ 1)~ ?r(i)+ p. 
Notice that a p-rise that is not also a (1.7 +1)-rise is a p-succession. For p = 1 these 
notions reduce respectively to the usual ones for succession and rise which have 
often appeared in the combinatorial literature in the context of permutation 
enumeration probllems on the set S = [n] = { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
In some recer t work, Dymacek and IRoselle [l] enumerated permutations of [ II] 
by both rises and successions imultaneously, extending some earlier work by one 
of us [6]. An extension in a rather different direction is to consider these problems 
on an arbitrary set S; work on this quedstion was initiated in [3] where: we counted 
the number of permutations of S which have pl-ecisely k successions. 
In this paper we combine these two generaliza.Gons to count permutations of an 
arbitrary set S by successions and rises. The basic idea is to make use of an 
equivalent combinatorial formulation of the problem, together with generating 
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function methods. This result specializes to obtain the counting series correspond- 
ing to each of the earlier results [3] and in so doing greatly simplifies the formal 
power series manipulations therein. 
Our present methodology is also able to dispose of the problem of enumerating 
permutations of S with prescribed numbers of p-runs and rises, where a p-run is a 
segment i,i+l,...,i+p- 1. Thei counting series for the rises is identical with 
that derived in our original problem and the only exfra work required is to 
introduce the relevant counting s$ries for the new figure introduced to replace 
successions. 
2. Rim and successions 
We begin by reformulating the original problem. Givtn our set S we want to 
relabel the elements ,of S by m,:ans of ordered paairs o that consecutive integers 
arc associated with ordered pan-s having the same first component. That is, we 
fir+t partition S into its maximal intervals which; are subsequently numbered in 
increasing order according to their smallest element. Then the jth smallest 
element in the ith interval *is labeled (i, j). By way of example, if S = 
I1.2,3,5,6,$} the corresponding partition is {{ 1,2,3}, (5,41, (8)) and we associate 
S=((L l)JI,2)JI,3),(2, I),(2,2),(3, I)). 
Adjacent elements in a sequence in S form a p-rise (respectively, p-succession) if 
and only if the corresponding elements in S do. 
We want to develop a counting series S, of the set U of all permutations 
consisting of o-dcred pairs Cj, k\ such that if (i, k) appears in the permutation so 
dots (i, k - 1) and (i, 1) for i < j. The counting series S1 enumerates such pefmuta- 
tions according to the number of successions, 2-rises and the number of c rdered 
pairs With first component j, for 1 j s c 1. In Si we identify these nu;nbers 
respectively with the variables s, r, and xi7 1 s i G 2. Note that any such permuta- 
tion is being considered merely as an arrangement of the set S. 
Let %, be the cosnting series of U defined above by the number of l-rises 
(variable r) and the number of ordered pairs wi;h first component i, 16 j s I 
(variables xi, 1 <j s I). Theu the following identity holds. 
Proposition 2.1. 
proof. Let U. be the set of all succession-free permutations in U. Each permuta- 
tion ~1 U. can be “expanded” into a permutation in U by the following 
techw +.w: for every i, replace the element (j, 1) by a sequence of the form 
ci. 1 Jar, 2) ’ l * Cj, ii”). where ii” a 1 is a+itrary. Similarly, replace the element (i, 2) 
in ihc origind sequence by (j, i:“i l)[j, ii”+2) l l l (j, ii’)+ ii”)) where ii% ‘1 is 
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arbitrary. In general, replace each element (j, k) in the original sequence by the 
segment 
(*c, 
where ijm) 2 1 is arbitrary, vn = 1,2, . . . , k. The result is a permutation in U and 
every permutation in U can be uniquely derived by this expansion process from 
precisely one succession-free permutation in Uo. By way of example, the sequ- 
(I, 1)(2, I)(19 2)_(L 3)(3, I)(22 2) 
is derived from 
(1,1)(2, l)(l, N3, UC& 2) 
by substituting (1,2)( I, 3) for (1,2) (all other substitutions being the identity 
substitution). Here i\‘) = 2 while all other ijk’ = 1. 
This expansion process adds rises, successions and elements to the original 
sequence. In the above special case, for example, one rise, one succession and one 
element are introduced. In the general case des’cribed by (* ) above, ii”’ - 1 
additional rises, successions and elements are introduced by the replacement 
process for each element (j, k) in the original sequence. 
Let 9, be the coupting series for U. by number of 2-rises and elements (i.c. 
ordered pairs) with first component j, 1 -J =C ‘s 1 (since the permutations in U,, are 
succession-free, all l-rises are ‘L-rises). Since the ijk’ are arbitrary and indepcn- 
dent of each other, it follows that 
spr = 9, 
Xi xj --3 1 - sxi 
(2.1) 
and 
%, = 9, 
xi (2.2) 
xj + I - rxj * 
Eliminating 9, in (2.1) and (2.2) above yields the desired result. 
As a result of Proposition 2.1 we have expressed the counting series S, for 
permutations of a subset of integers by successions and 2-rises in terms of the 
counting series a1 for permutations of a subset of integers by rises. Notice. 
however, that th: enumeration of permutations on a general set S by number of 
rises depends only on IS] = n, so that the number of permutations on S with 
CXaCtly k riSeS iS An,k, where A,l,k is the well-known Eulerian number [4]. Under 
the ordered pair representation for sets of cardinality n having I blocks of 
successive integers there can be any number drj of ordered pairs with first 
component j so long as I:, 1 n, = n. Thus, thi: contribution to Q, corresponding to 
these ordered pair representations is the order 12 homogeneous symmetric func- 
tion C &, XII where the sum is taken over all n-tuQles (n,, n2, . . . , 12,) such that 
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- z I”1 n, = n, ni 3 1. It follows therefore from the above observation that 
and therefore from Proposition 2.1, 
%- = c An.k rk c ,Fl ( 1 
n,k 
(f” - - r)x ) “‘* 
i 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
At this point it is formally possible to expand the expression (2.4) for 9’1 in 
order to derive our required count. To do so, however, would be rather tedious. 
As an aSternate approach we observe that both the counting series %YI and the 
substitution in Proposition 2.1 are symmetric in the variables Xi, j = 1,2, . . . , 1. It 
follows therefore that so is Y;, so that the coefficient in Yl of any term 
xyMj2 l l l x~Ps*, q 3 1, depends only upon I, cfzl nj = n, a and /3. That is, the 
number of permutations with Q[ 2-rises and p successions of an n-set of positive 
integers S does not depe+ upon the numbers nj of integers in the jth block of 
supzessions but only upon the number I of maximal intervals of consecutive 
integers, tk size n of the set, and (Y and p. This result is the natural extension of 
our earlier findings for successions in [3]. 
psopoaotiob 2.2. Let #(II, LY, p; 1) be the number of permutations with cy 2-rises 
and /3 successions of any n-set S of positive integers which is composed of 1 maximal 
in:ert:uls of consecutive integers. Then 
# (n, (Y, p, l)PsV?’ 
rr.u.p.1 
f E 
1 -z+(s-r)xz k.n (2.5) 
PNMA To obtain the series coefficilent of z’ in (2.5), namely, the series Cn.cr,B, #
\R‘ a, p, I)lPsBnnP we recali that each term x;ll@ l l l x~r*s@ in Sp, with c=, nj = n 
has the same coefficient # (n, ar, $, P). Hence it is sufficient to retain any one such 
term in YI, for example, the term x’, -‘?Qx~ l l l xlrasQ and eliminate all others. 
To do so formally we multiply the expression (2.4) for Sp, by x~-‘/IY~x~ - l l xl al&d 
subsequently set xl = x, x2 = x3 = l = l -= xf = 0. In this way we obtain the term 
xc9rUsp as required by the form of the left hand side of (2.5). That is, 
1 #(n, (Y, p, 1 jrasBxn = c Airr,yk Xn 
n.a.p [l -(s-r)~]“-‘+~ 
= [l - 4s - r)x]‘-’ c A,I,krk j-$-z)” l - - 
I,ing by z’ and summing over 1 we obtain (2.5) as required. 
Not . that SC tiing r = 1 yields the counting series for succession numbers [3, 
Pr(~‘:,)Ation 2.;‘:]. 
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Corollary 2.3. The number of permutations with y rises and p successions of any 
4 -set S of positive integers which is composed of 1 maximal intervals of consecutive 
integers is # (n, y\- p, 6 ;Z). 
Corollary 2.4. For I > 1, 
#(n,cr,p;I)=#(n,a,p;Z-1)-#(n-l,cr,p-l;I-1) 
+#(n-l,a-l,p;1-1). (2.6) 
For I = 1, #(n, (Y, p; 1) = P(n, CY - p, B), where P(n, r, s) is the number of permuta- 
tions of [n] with r rises and s successions [5]. 
Proof. Multiply (2.5) by l-z +(s - r)xz and equate ihe coefficients of rasfixnz’ 
on both sides of the resulting equation. 
We remark that (2.6) is the natural refinement of [3, equation (2.2)]. 
Corollary 2.5. 
#(n,a,p;l)=(npl)~(-l)“P(n-~-B)An-~,,,,~_m. 
m 
Proof. 
c 
1 
n.k 
An9krkXn (I_ ts _ ,.)X)n-i+l 
= C An,krkxn C (n -r “) xm(s - r)m 
n.k m 
= 
c An.krkXn c ( 
n,k m 
n_llnfm)xmG (;JI)sPrm-P(-l)m-b 
(*c) = C #(n, cy, p; l)r”sPxn 
n.of,p 
from Propositiou 2.2 above. Equating coefficients of rasPx” in (+) gives the result. 
3. Application to other figures 
The derivation of (2.5) for counting permutations on S by 2-rises and succes- 
sions is sufficiently general to encompass the enumeration of permutations by 
2-rises together with any type of run, for example, p-runs, even (odd) runs (i.e. all 
possible length even (odd) runs), runs of length up, and so on. The basic 
requirement in counting permutations of S by an additional figure together with 
2-rises is that this figure can be defined as a special type of segment of a maximal 
run in a permutation. C9nce this requirement is satisfied it is possible to proceed 
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by using (2.2) and (2:3), together with the appropriate substitution for the 
variables Xj. This substitution, which is determined by the figure under considera- 
tion. specifies the ultimate form of the counting series. For example, a succession 
is any segment of length 2 of a maximal run. In SectioI; 2, when counting 
sr;ccessirons together with 2-rises, we showed that the required substitution is 
Xc + Xj/(l - (S - r)Xj) (see ‘Proposition 2.1). 
In general for any figure of the required type let F(Xj, w) be the formal power 
series corresponding to all possible segment replacements for the ordered pair 
(j, k) by number of elements with first component j (variable xi) and number of 
such figures in the replacement (variable u). Then the substitution 
xt -+ 
9(Xj, W) .-_ 
1 + H(Xj, U!) 
transforms %, into the desired counting series. 
As a further illustration of this approach we describe explicitly the case where 
the figures are p-runs (pa 2). In so doing we generalize a result of Jackson and 
Reilly [2]. Note that for p = 2 this is just the successions problem solved in Section 
2, since a 2-run is equivalent to a l-succession. 
We want to count the number of permutations of 7 set S of positive integers by 
number of p-runs arld ‘t-rises. We relabel the integers irl S according to the earlier 
algorithm described in Proposition 2.1 to obtain a set 5 of ordered pairs of 
lasitivc integers. Further, in the notation of Proposition 2.1, we can expand a 
succession-free permutatiofl from the set UO into a permutation from U by 
replacing each element (j, k\ in the original permutation from UO by the segment 
(**c) 
where i:” y 2 1 is arbitrary. 
This expansion adds p-runs and rises to the original succession-free pelmuta- 
tion, In the general case described above by (* qt ), ii’)- 1 elements with first 
component j are added, along with iik’ - p + 1 p-runs whenever ijk’ a F, and no 
p-runs otherwise. The formal power series %(Xj, u) corresponding to all possible 
such segment replacements for the ordered pair (j, k) by number of elements 
(with first component j (variable xi)> and number of p-runs (variable u) is 
therefore 
9(x,, u)=xj+xf+. l l +X,P-‘+~fX;fu2x;+l+ l l l 
=j QUXip .x. - x” 
1 
L -Xj I-UXj’ 
Thus, if ‘Vtp’ is the counting series for u’ by number of 2-rises (variable r), p-runs 
(variable u] hnd elements with first component i (variable xi), 1 <d s I, we have 
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Eliminating 3, and ‘VI from (3.1), (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain 
As in Section 2, observe that the series Vtp) is symmetr’c in the variables Xi, 
1 +G I so that for some fixed integers n =x Jzj, a, /3, all the terms 
x;1x;z . . . xf’rQuP have the same coefficient, call it R(n, a, p; 1, p). We require the 
series C,,,,,@ R(n, a, p; I, p)x”r”uP, which is obtained from ‘Yip’ according to the 
substitutions by which (2.5) was derived, namely, in (3.2), 
(i) multiply V(lp) by x~-‘/xzx3 l l l xl; 
(ii) set x1 = X, x2 = x3 * l l = x1 = 0. 
It follows after some simple computation that 
C R(n, (Y, p; I, p)X”razP 
n,a,P 
= c A(n, k)rk&’ X-Uux2+(u-l)XP 
=;A(,. k)r’x”[ 
i+(r--u- l)x+(l-r)UX2+r(zC-l)XP 
n.k 
(3.3) 
the substitution r = 1 yields [2, Theorem 11. 
We remark that the above substitution process transforms VIP’, a symmetric 
crude generating function, to the normal form of the generating ftinction for the 
numbers R(n, a, p; 1, p). This process, which also appeared in Section 2, can be 
used in a variety of contexts to eliminate multiple coefiicients and reduce the 
order of the derived linear recurrence relation; this topic will be the subject of a 
future communication. 
4. Counting p-successions 
It is interesting to consider counting 2-rises together with an additional figure 
that does not obey the criterion introduced in Section 3, that is, it cannot be 
defined as a special type of segment of a maximal run in a permutation. Such a 
figure is a p-succession for p > 1. For example, if S = { 1,3,4,7} then the sequence 
7 1 3 4 has one 2-succession (namely 1 3), its three maximal runs are 7, 1, and 3 4, 
none of which has the 2-successicn 1 3 as a segment. It follows that a different 
methodology will have to be developed to handle such problems. 
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Given the frequent occurrence of p-successions in the combinatorial literature 
references cited in [3] and [6]), the question of counting permutations of an 
trary set S by number of p-successions is of independent interest. (In some 
recent work [L+] s&e solved this problem for p = 1 only.) We proceed to solve this 
general problem. 
The number of permutations of the n-set S with k p-successions is equal to the 
number of permutations of T(S) with k successions, where r(S) is the image of S 
under the transformation r which can be described as follows: for all integers of 
the form pr+lcS, r=0,1,2,...,~(pr+l)=r+l. Set R,=max{r:pr+kS}. 
Then r(pr -I- 2) = R, +3 + r for all r such that pr+ 2 E S; and so on. That is, in 
neral, if R, = max{ r : pr + i E S), 1~ i G p, then 
i-l 
rQr+i)= C R,+(2i-l)+r, 
j=o 
where Rn 5: 0. As an exampIe, suppose p = 3 
Then r(S):={I,2,4,6,8,9,11,12,13}. 
Any permutation 7c of S has image r(w) in 
meaning. Under the transformation T, if i, j is a 
and S = {1,2,3,4,6,&g, 10, 11). 
r(S), where T( 7~) has the obvious 
p-succession in v then it is easy to 
verify that r(i), r(j) is a succession in r(v), and conversely. Using [3], we 
therefore have the following result: 
PIopositcon 4.1. T7ze number of permutfitions of the n-set S with k p-successions is 
given by the succession number 
where D,, is the usual derangement number, b is the number of maximal blocks of 
consecutive integers in [n + m]\ T(S), and n + m is the largest element of T(S). 
Ths& explicit form of a(n, k ; b) gi,ven in Proposition 4.1 was derived in [3]. 
U1 
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